FIRST XI ROUTS N2L
A warmish day at St. Pauls saw our First XI
confront Never2Late A. With the absence
of Skipper Phil Atkins, it was his newly
appointed Deputy Luke McLeod, who stood
in (cause Gummy could not stand) to make
his debut as a Para Vista A-Grade Captain.
Can’t remember who won the toss, but to
was not Gummy. PV to bowl. With L-Mac
unsure if striker Josh Vines would be there
on time, he opened with himself and the old
bloke Scott Brown (despite JV actually
turning up with plenty of time). Choosing to
take the easier downhill end, the skipper
was spot on from ball one. As is now
expected, nothing off the first six. This left
the old bloke to bowl uphill and over the
hump. Despite the skipper’s lack of
consideration and forethought, it was
Brownie who extracted the first nick.
Unfortunately put down in the slips.
Brownie’s next over found the edge again,
carrying to Adam Kirtland at second. This
one counted, opener out for 4. N2L, 1 for 5.
After just four overs each, Skipper McLeod
rang the changes, Josh Vines from the north
was near unplayable. He is a handy surprise
at first change. Adam Kirtland was given the
opportunity for an early bowl, and began to
hit good areas. It was soon evident that
Kirtland would benefit from the breeze from
the other end. Kirtland was spelled with
view to change ends. Enter former skipper
Jason O’Regan. It was not long before the
ball was spitting at the batsman. With the
score on 26, JO got one to rear up and edged
to point to the safe hands of forward diving
Brodie Lemon-Hall. Not sure if I have seen
JO get his catches at point before. Next over,
Vines had the other opener, caught by JO.
Once he is in the game you can’t get him out
of it. 3 for 26.
N2L steadied, both Vines and O’Regan toiled
through to drinks, with the batters getting a

little bit lucky. Then JO surprised us all
and pitched one up. Surprised the
batter, struck the pad. George’s finger
went up. 4 for 52.
JO finished his 5 over spell (2/15) and
was replaced by Aaron Timm. Vines
finished his opening spell of 6. Kirtland
was switched around.
Aaron Timm did the damage. Bowling
the slapper number 6 and then drawing
a false shot from his replacement
(caught by JO again). Kirtland began
hooping the ball, too good to hit. He had
the only resistant batter caught (by JO
yet again). By the time Timm slipped one
through the number 8’s cross bat
attempt, and Kirtland had the 9 nick off,
N2L were 9 for 79.
The number 10 just swung. It was time
to close out the innings. Vines and
McLeod returned. McLeod castling him,
Target 117.
After a drink, banana and some lollies,
Marc Cossens opened with Gopi
Bhujbal. The start was as expected,
Cossens playing his shots and Gopi
playing the foil, solid and building.
Unfortuately, with the score on 15, Gopi
missed one, bowled for 3. Ian Martin in
at 3, trapped adjacent for 1. When
Cossens popped one up, PV were 3 for
30. Enter Jason O’Regan and skipper
Luke McLeod.
The PV modus operandi of one playing
shots and another solid continued. It
was no surprise that, after an initial
watchful period, it was O’Regan who
was playing his shots. L-Mac the rock.
When O’Regan was dismissed, the score
was 90, only 27 short of the target. The
opposing keeper very keen to see the
back

PREVIOUS
WEEK
DIVISION 1 – RND 7
Para Vista A 6/117
(O’Regan 43, Cossens 26,
J.Vines 20*)
Defeated
Never2Late A 116
(Timm 3/23, Kirtland 2/30
O’Regan 2/15 & 3 catches.)

DIVISION 2 – RND 6
Para Vista Blue 149
(Starke 38, Tonkin 33)
Defeated by
Never2Late B 9/186
(Kulkarni 3/38, Burge 2/23
Tonkin 2/39)
Para Vista White
Defeated on Forfeit

THIS WEEK
CLUB T20 – 3
Para Vista 8/70
(T.Wilson 20)
Defeated by
Magill-Morialta 3/76
(Burge 2/22)

NEXT WEEK
CLUB T20 – 1
11:00am
Para Vista vs
Adelaide Lutheran
at Edward Smith Reserve

CLUB T20 – 4
2:00pm
Para Vista vs
VHP CC
at Edward Smith Reserve
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FIRST XI ROUTS N2L cont.
back of O’Regan. Probably a little too keen. But the damage was done. Soon the skipper too
sat out. Brodie Lemon-Hall, given the opportunity bring us home, promoted to Number 6.
Unfortunately for the young lad, a spinner drew an edge. This type of bowling was new to BLH
and he would have learnt plenty from his short time at bat. 6 for 90.
Tim Wilson and Josh Vines brought us home. Both batters contained and patient. Bat out the
day and we win. That’s what they did.

EVENTS
16th December
Family Day
11:00 Club T20 v
Adelaide Lutheran
2:00 Club T20 v VHP CC
Father Christmas
Jumping Castle
Face Painting

3rd February
Quiz Night
Derby II
The Shed

SPONSORS

SUPPORTER
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BLUE’S NOT FAR AWAY
The Blue’s Division 2 match against Never2Late B was rescheduled to Edward Smith Reserve, due to a lack of numbers
and a White forfeit. With Ian Martin on First XI duty, Ashley Martin debuted in his first match Captain for the B’s, the
toss was won by the opposition and they elected to bat.
Opened the bowling with Sunjay Chettri and Sam Burge. Sam broke through with a caught behind when the score
was 26. 2 balls later Sam clean bowled the new batsman. Then Sunjay followed up with a maiden. They both had
good 5 over spells then Norm Tonkin and Ashley Martin came on and bowled tight. Ashley picking up a wicket in his
5th over finishing his 8 overs with a miserly 1 for 18. Norm picked up 2 wickets late in his spell of 8 overs ending up
with 2 for 39 off his 8 overs. As we went into drinks they were 4/90. Mayuresh Kulkarni and Noor Ali came on to
bowl with Noor producing his best bowling for the year with 1 for 25 off 5 overs. Mayuresh pick up 3 wickets in his 5
over spell. They ended up 9/186.
Ash and Ben Gardner opened with ash dispatching the first ball 4, but unfortunately 2 balls later Ash lost his wicket
with an LBW. Next Over Ben was bowled by a beauty and the score was 2/6. Mayuresh got bowled by another good
ball that had us in trouble at 3/18. Norm and Dave Schreiber put a quick fire of 15 before Dave got bowled making
the score 4/33. That bought Sanjay to the crease. He and Norm put a 43 partnership together before Norm was
caught behind for 33. Noor came in quick fire of 8 then was caught. Sam came to the crease, kept his head for a good
4 overs then was caught. Score was 8/112. This bought Brenton Starke to the crease. He made a quickfire 38 and
looked solid, With Lachlan Obrien playing well before being bowled by a full toss on 3, then Roger Wilkins came to
the crease and gave Brenton some support before he was bowled, and we were all out for 149.
Overall we played a good competitive game, we just need to work on being able put together some partnerships to
get us closer to their score.

This season our meat has been supplied by Hampstead Quality Meats.
Support one of our newest Goat Herders, Norm Tonkin.
Check out more of his fine produce at the Family Day.

Hampstead Quality Meats
Address:
327 Hampstead Rd,
Northfield SA 5085

Next to the Chemist Warehouse

Phone:
(08) 8262 3140
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T20-3: MAGILL TOO GOOD
On Saturday afternoon Para Vista took on Magill Morialta at Norwood High
School. The weather gods smiled upon us, and gave us a perfect day for Cricket. If only
the result was as perfect as the weather. In untypical fashion for the A grade, fill in
skipper Silhouette Wilson won the toss and elected to bat.
Looking to build a defendable score the opening batsmen Aaron Timm and Eddie Napoli
strolled out to the crease. After a couple of overs, it became clear that runs were going
to be hard to come by as the grass was high and thick, anything hit along the ground was stopping well short of the
boundaries. There was no value for shots to be had. The batsmen changed their mindset thinking that we will have to
go over the top and go big which saw the downfall of Napoli for 4 runs.
Gopi Bhujbal came in at number three to join Timm and the pair tried to choose their gaps and push the ball around.
Timm was not long after given out caught trapped in front for an LBW. Top order starting to look a bit shaky Mayuresh
Kulkarni joined Gopi at the crease but was not long there caught out for 2 runs. The Silhouette took to the crease hoping
to go as unnoticed by Magill as his profile picture. Hoping to steady the ship and keen to form a partnership with Gopi.
Not long after a skied ball by Gopi saw him caught out. Jacob Burr joined Silhouette in the middle. The pair set about
trying to push for singles and find the gaps. Not long after Burr was sent back to the shed, caught out for 4 runs.
Silhouette was starting to get worried. Sanjay Chettri joined him in the middle with words from his skipper to swing
hard and play to his strengths as the overs were beginning to dwindle. Sanjay found himself out of his crease swinging
hard much to the delight of Chalmers who stumped him for 4.
Full of confidence, in strolled Noor Ali who was given the same message as Sanjay from his captain. Noor obliged, and
with a slow motion slog sweep finding the edge of the bat. Noor managed to hit the only ball over the boundary for a 6
for Para Vista. Both batsmen looking rather perplexed as to how that managed to get over the boundary off the
edge. Trying to increase the score and look for more singles, with overs running out Magill soon found The Silhouette
and trapped him in front. Out LBW for 20 runs. With as little as two overs remaining in the game Harry Pope joined
Noor in the middle. Noor departed soon after leaving Sam Burge to join Harry for one ball. 20 Overs gone Para Vista
8/70.
Hoping to defend their score Para Vista went out to field given a Pep talk by Aaron Timm while the Silhouette was trying
to sort out the score book and pad up. Knowing this would be no mean feat opening bowlers Napoli and Burge set about
trying to take some early wickets. Burge going for 9 runs off his first over and Napoli for 7. It was in Burge's second over
that he would find the stumps twice sending out Diegmann and Gendle. Leaving the Methos 2/20 from four overs. Burge
and Napoli bowled out their overs ending on Burge 2/22 and Napoli 0/18.
Magill found some rhythm with Lipson and Chalmers at the crease being able to find many quick singles and a few
boundaries. Building a partnership and putting on 42 runs together. This was eventually broken by some tight bowling
from Sanjay taking the valued wicket of Lipson in his third over. This is the second time in two matches Sanjay has scalped
Lispon. Sanjay ended up on 1/11 off his three overs.
The game would soon come to a close with the remaining runs made over the next three overs. Pope and Burr
desperately trying to claim a wicket. Wilkins coming in the next over but only managing to bowl two balls before Sharma
made the final runs Magill required to take out the game. Magill 3/76 off 14.2 Overs.
The game was played in good spirits and camaraderie from both teams but sadly we did not take away the win. Well
fought and well played boys, everybody did their bit for the team.
Tim Wilson
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Merchandise Stall at Family Day
At the Family Day, merchandise
will be available for sale.
Those who pre-ordered or
reserved shorts, they will be
available.
 Luke McLeod
 Marc Cossens
 Ian Martin
 Jason O’Regan
 Eddie Napoli
There are more available.

 Shorts $35
 Polo $40
(only One Large left)
 Caps $25
 Stubby Holders $10
Membership can be paid
up at the Merchandise
Stall.
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